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Chicago fund manager Peter Lucey is plotting the launch of his second CTA-based strategy.

Lucey, who launched his first fund, Arsenal Advisors, in 2007, will be rolling out his new fund, Bull &
Bear, on October 1.

Bull & Bear applied for CTA registration with NFA in June. The application was still pending by
press time.

According to Lucey, his firm will be pursuing a “risk mitigation” strategy aiming for net annualised
returns of 6-8%, with 3-4% maximum downside risk.

“Conservative investing is often overlooked because people chose to chase high returns,” Lucey told
sister title CTA Intelligence. “From a value proposition standpoint, we are focused on managing
risk.”

Bull & Bear has no lock up periods and redemptions will available to investors following a 30-day
advance notice. The investment minimum for the fund stands at $35,000.

“We have a low minimum because we want to appeal to a wide audience. Our sweet spot is retail
investors and high net worth individuals,” said Lucey, adding that the fund will pursue institutional
investor clients once it establishes a multi-year track record.

Lucey, who is the firm’s sole founder, will serve as CEO and CIO. His is joined by six more partners.

Prior to establishing Bull & Bear, Lucey worked at Morgan Stanley for approximately a year and a
half between 2016 and 2017. He declined to discuss more details with regards to his role there.

Lucey started Arsenal Advisors while still an undergrad at Northwestern University in Chicago. He
managed the fund for more than eight years before joining Morgan Stanley.
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